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l.In ref.fl] it has been shown that the congruent transference in-
troduced by Weyl [2] in 1922 defines a non-Abelian gauge field. In
ref. [3], we have constructed a spinor representation of the Weyl gauge
group and found the corresponding spinor current that is a source
of the above gauge field. Since there exists the spinor source of a
non-Abelian gauge field, it makes sense to question about observable
manifestations of that sort of interactions on macroscopic scales. One
possibility is considered in this note. It is shown that if a rotating
body undergoes neither electromagnetic nor gravitational forces, the
precession of the intrinsic angular momentum can be caused by the
non-Abelian gauge field under consideration.

As it is known (see, e.g.,[4]), the most general law of parallel
transference of vectors along a given curve xl = X%(T) is defined by
the system of ordinary differential equations of the form

dSi

where ux = dx'/dr. From the condition for the length of a vector
being conserved in the parallel transference it follows that the coef-
ficients of lineax connection Fk should obey the system of algebraic
equations

Oj9ik — 1 ji9lk — •!• jk9il = "•

It is assumed that the metric tensor g^ is given, and the scalar
product is defined by g(S,S) = gijSlS*. The general solution to this
system of equations can be written in the form [2]

F* — ii \ 4- n* (~\\
•"• jk \jkl i ^jki V-)

where Gl:k — gllGjki and Gjki is a second-rank tensor field skew-
symmetric in the last two indices Gjki + Gjik = 0. It is just the Weyl
non-Abelian gauge field whose properties have been considered in
the above-mentioned papers. In formula (1), {l-k} denote, as usual,
the components of Levi-Civita connection of the metrics gij

i

- digjk).



Connection (1) defines the congruent transference introduced by
Weyl according to which a vector field is changed by that trans-
ference as follows:

-^ + &K'S* = -G)kvJSk. (2)

The law of transference (2) includes the displacement belonging to
the Riemannian geometry and rotation denned by the metric gtj and
bivector Gjkiu^ • The Weyl gauge theory is a realization of the abstract
theory of gauge fields within the differential geometry whose specific
feature is that it does not distinguish between space-time and a gauge
space [1]. In this note, we discuss a possible physical manifestation
of the non-Abelian gauge field Gl

jk.
2. Let us consider a rotating body, for instance, a gyroscope,

that is accelerated by forces applied to its center of mass. Forces
of this sort produce no torque, therefore, they do not change the
vector length Sl of the proper angular momentum, but appear as its
precession called the Thomas precession. We will apply equations
(2) to describe the Thomas precession of a gyroscope initiated by
the Weyl gauge field. The produced rotation should preserve the
orthogonality of the vector of the intrinsic angular momentum of a
body Sl and 4-velocity u\ In view of (2) and the gauge tensor field
Gijk being skew-symmetric in the last two indices, We obtain

where 6/8T is an absolute derivative. Then it follows that if the
center of gravity of a gyroscope moves along the trajectory that is
given by the equations of geodesies in connection (1)

j - + Gjku>u = 0, (3)

then
—dtiS*) = 0.



Thus, equations (2) are capable of describing precession of the proper
angular momentum of a body in the framework of dynamics given
by equations (3). Let us discuss them in greater detail.

3. Of great importance are quantities irreducible with respect

to the fundamental group of symmetry. If this principle is applied

to the field Gijk, it is necessary to consider global transformations

of the Weyl gauge group that is structured like the Lorentz group.

The tensor Gijk, with respect to this group is decomposable into

irreducible components. According to the results of ref. [5] this

expansions looks as follows:

ijk = ^{Tijk - Tikj) + ^{gijFk - giktj) + eijkiA . (4)

where e.ijki is a completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor and
other quantities are denned in the following way:

Fi = gjhGjkl, A, - \eiikl&
kl.

^ -{gkiFj + gkjFt) - -

Consider the case when irreducible components T,^ = 0. Aj = 0.
Then it can be set

Gijk = gijFk — gucFj. (5)

Inserting (5) into (3), we get

+ Fu(ukF) = 0, (C)

since UjU1 = 1. Within the rolativistic mechanics [6], an accelerated
motion of a particle with mass in is determined by equations

8ul (Px* • dri drk 1
a - ST ~ dr* +Xjkidr dr ~ m 1 [']

where N' is a 4-force orthogonal to a 4-velocity. So. an irrcnlucible
component given by the polar vector F', permits physical inter-
pretation in the framework of relativistic mechanics provided that



Consider now how substitution (5) is consistent with the equations
of motion of the field Gijk, proposed in [1], [3]. Equations of the gauge
field Gijk are of the form

V,B' j fc ' + Gk
imBijml - G[mBljmk + Sjkl = 0, (8)

where

Bijki — ̂ iGjki - VjGiu + GjkmGJI - GjkmG™ + R^ki (9)

is the strength tensor and the tensor S^kl is the current, a source of
the gauge field under consideration. It is assumed that the current

is given and obeys the equations

G\mSimk - Gk
rnS

imj = 0

that are analogous to the local conservation law of energy-momentum
in General relativity [3].

Inserting (5) into (9). we get

mFm) + gijmk(V
m + Fm)F, - gijml(V

m + Fm)Fk + Rt}kh

where gtju — QikQji — 9u9jk- The system of equations (5) and (8) for
the field F{ is complicated and, besides, the number of equations is
much larger than the number of unknown functions. Therefore, one
should verify whether system (5) and (8) is consistent or not. Con-
tracting equations (8) in indices j and I, we arrive at the equations

V.-B'* + Gk
mBim + GijmBijmh + Sh = 0, (10)

where Btk = gjiB^kl, Sk = gjiS^kl. Contraction in indices j and k,
produces analogous equations; whereas that in k and /, an identity.
So, any solution to eqs. (8) is a solution to eqs. (10). Inserting (5)
into (10), we get

V{B
ik - Fm(Bmh + Bkm) + FkB + Sk = 0, (11)

where B = 9ijBxK Like the strength tensor B^ki we can express the
tensors B,j, B in terms of the field Ft:

= 2gl3FmFm - 2(Vf- + F{)Fj - 9ijVmFm + R{j, (12)



B = 6(FmFm - VmFm) + R, (13)

where i?y is the Ricci tensor, the i?-scalar curvature of space-time.
Substituting (12) and (13) into (11), we find that any solution to
equations (5) and (8) is a solution to the equations

V72V7 Tpte i Q Tpk (\7 TP1 TP TPl\ 1 V7"W7 XT1 Q Z71 TPi\ O*- /'1 /( \
V V iP H~ OT { V ,'x^ — J?iP ) ~T" — V I V iP — OPiP ) — —iD * ( I T : I

where we put Rijki = 0.
To prove the consistency of system of equations (5) and (8) we

show that it possesses nontrivial solutions at Sl*k = 0, RJJM — 0. One
of the solutions looks as follows:

F. = Ei = _ P i _ ,
P(lX° + p\Xl + P2X2 +P3X3 pmXm'

where pi is a constant non-isotropic vector field, pip1 ̂  0.
It can be verified that eqs. (14) are fulfilled with that solution.

Calculating the strength tensor we obtain

and inserting this expression into field equations (8) we see that they
also hold valid.

Another solution to eqs. (5) and (8) without sources is a plane
wave of an arbitrary shape:

Ft = k&(kx),

where hi is an isotropic (a null) vector, kik1 = 0, kx — fyx1. In this
case, the strength tensor is given by

Bijnl = ($ ' + ®2)(gijmnkl - gijmlkn)k
m,

where $ is the derivative with respect to argument. Thus, system
of equations (5) and (8) is consistent.

If in equations (14) we omit the terms with self-action and put
5* = 0, we obtain the equations which are a particular case (at
A = 3/2) of the equations

ViVU* - (1 - A)V*V,-i4i = 0,



that are employed in quantum electrodynamics for fixing gauge of
the vector potential A1 [7].

4. To summarize, we dwell on a possible physical interpretation
of our consideration. If a rotating body which does not undergo any
torque but suffers acceleration, the direction of its rotation with re-
spect to the inertial system changes in accordance with the rule of
transference (2). Then it follows that we can qualitatively try to dis-

. cover the Weyl non-Abelian gauge field by observing the behaviour
of a gyroscope at a cosmic station. Since gravitational and electro-
magnetic forces can there be assumed zero, the-gyroscope precession,
if discovered, could be induced by that gauge field.

We express our gratitude to R.Asanov and E.Kuraev for useful
discussions and to I.Tyutin for constructive remarks. The work
was partly supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
grant N 07-01-00745.
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On the basis of the Weyl equations of congruent transference, we consider
a possible influence of the Weyl non-Abelian gauge field defining the transference
on the precession of a gyroscope. Plane-wave solutions to the equations of the non-
Abelian gauge field are derived.
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